We provide a lower bound showing that the O(1/k) convergence rate of the NoLips method (a.k.a. Bregman Gradient or Mirror Descent) is optimal for the class of functions satisfying the h-smoothness assumption. This assumption, also known as relative smoothness, appeared in the recent developments around the Bregman Gradient method, where acceleration remained an open issue.
INTRODUCTION
We consider the constrained minimization problem
where f is a convex continuously differentiable function and C is a closed convex subset of R n . In largescale settings, first-order methods are particularly popular due to their simplicity and their low cost per iteration. The (projected) gradient descent (PG) is a classical method for solving (P), and consists in successively minimizing quadratic approximations of f , with
where · is the Euclidean norm. Although standard, there is often no good reason for making such approximations, beyond our capability of solving this intermediate optimization problem. In other words, this traditional approximation typically does not reflect neither the geometry of f nor that of C. A powerful generalization of PG consists in performing instead a Bregman gradient step
where the Euclidean distance has been replaced by the Bregman distance D h (x, y) := h(x) − h(y) − ∇h(y), x − y induced by some strictly convex and continuously differentiable kernel function h. A wellchosen h allows designing first-order algorithms adapted to the geometry of the constraint set and/or the objective function. Of course, a conflicting goal is to choose h such that each iteration (BG) can be solved efficiently in practice, discarding choices such as h = f (which would boil down to solve the original problem at each iteration).
Recently, Baushcke et al. [3] introduced a natural condition for analyzing this scheme, which assumes that the inner objective in the iteration (BG) is an upper bound on f . This ensures that performing an iteration decreases the value of the function. This assumption, which we refer to as h-smoothness (precisely defined in Def. 2 below), generalizes the standard L-smoothness assumption implied by the Lipschitz continuity of ∇f . The Bregman gradient algorithm, also called NoLips in the setting of [3] , is thus a natural extension of gradient descent (PG) to objective functions whose geometry is better modeled by a non-quadratic kernel h.
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* Last two authors listed in alphabetical order. very successful in online learning; see [9, Chap. 5] and references therein. The use of Bregman distances has also been thoroughly studied for interior proximal methods [11, 36, 18, 1] . The introduction of the h-smoothness assumption in [3] has provided a way to adapt the Legendre kernel to the geometry of the objective function f and thus extend the domain of application of the Bregman Gradient method. Subsequent work has focused on nonconvex extensions [8] , linear convergence rates under additional assumptions [24, 2] , and inertial variants [20, 27] . Black-box model and lower complexity bounds. The first-order black-box model, developed initially in the works of Nemirovskii [28] and later Nesterov [30] has allowed to prove optimal complexity for several classes of problems in first-order optimization [13] . The very related work of Guzman and Nemirovskii [19] studies lower bounds of first-order methods for smooth convex minimization (with a particular focus on smoothness being measured l p -norms). The smoothing technique we use in the sequel is reminiscent of their technique. To the best of our knowledge, it does not contain the lower bound obtained in the sequel as a particular case.
Performance estimation problems. The PEP methodology, proposed initially by [16] , was already used to discover optimal methods and corresponding lower bounds in other settings: for smooth convex minimization [16, 22, 13, 15] , nonsmooth convex minimization [17, 15] , and stochastic optimization [14] .
1.3. Notations. We use C to denote the closure of a set C, int C for its interior and ∂C for its boundary. We denote (e 1 , . . . , e n ) the canonical basis of R n , and for p ∈ {0, . . . n} we write E p = Span(e 1 , . . . , e p ) the set of vectors supported by the first p coordinates. S n denotes the set of symmetric matrices of size n. If (P) is an optimization problem, then val(P) stands for its (possibly infinite) value.
Subscripts on a vector denotes the iteration counter, while a superscript such as x (i) denotes the i-th coordinate. The set I = {0, 1, . . . N, * } is often used to index the first N iterates of an optimization algorithm as well as the optimal point: {x i } i∈I = {x 0 , x 1 , . . . , x N , x * }.
We use the standard notation ·, · for the Euclidean inner product, and · for the corresponding Euclidean norm. For a vector x ∈ R n , we write x ∞ = max i=1...n |x (i) | its l ∞ norm. The other notations are standard from convex analysis; see e.g. [32, 4] .
ALGORITHMIC SETUP
In this section, we introduce the base ingredients and technical assumptions on f and h that are used within Bregman first-order methods. In particular, it is necessary to assume h to be Legendre in order to have well-defined iterations of the form (BG).
2.1. Legendre functions. Let C be a closed convex subset of R n . The first step in defining Bregman methods is the choice of a Legendre function h, or kernel, on C. In particular, when C = R n , the technical definition below reduces to requiring h to be continuously differentiable and strictly convex. Note that D h is not a distance in the classical sense, however it enjoys a separation property; due to the strict convexity of h we have D h (x, y) ≥ 0 ∀x ∈ dom h, y ∈ int dom h, and it is equal to zero iff x = y.
Examples. We list some of the most classical examples of Legendre functions:
• The Euclidean kernel h(x) = 1 2 x 2 with domain R n , and for which D h (x, y) = 1 2 x − y 2 is the Euclidean distance, • The Boltzmann-Shannon entropy h(x) = i x (i) log x (i) extended to 0 by setting 0 log 0 = 0, whose domain is thus R n + ,
. We refer the reader to [3, 24] for more examples. It should be emphasized that, while a Legendre function h is required to be differentiable on the interior of its domain, it is not differentiable on the boundary. For instance, the Boltzmann-Shannon entropy is continuous but not differentiable at 0.
Conjugate of a Legendre function. We also recall that, if h is a Legendre function, its convex conjugate h * defined as h * (y) = sup
is also Legendre [32, Thm 26.5] , and that its gradient is the inverse of ∇h, that is ∇h * = (∇h) −1 .
2.2.
The Bregman Gradient/NoLips algorithm. We recall the framework of the NoLips algorithm described in [3] for solving the minimization problem (P). As we are interested in studying the complexity, we focus here on the simple Bregman gradient method. Our lower bound will be a fortiori valid for the Bregman proximal gradient algorithm designed for solving composite problems [3, Eq. (12) ]. Let us first state our standing assumptions.
Assumption 1.
(i) h is a Legendre function with zone C, (ii) f : R n → R ∪ {+∞} is a closed convex proper function such that dom h ⊂ dom f and which is continuously differentiable on int dom h, (iii) For every λ > 0, x ∈ int dom h and p ∈ R n , the problem
has a unique minimizer, which lies in int dom h, (iv) The problem is bounded from below, i.e. f * := inf {f (x) : x ∈ C} > −∞, (v) There exists at least one minimizer x * ∈ argmin C f such that x * ∈ dom h.
Condition (iii) is standard and ensures that the algorithm is well-posed. It is satisfied if, for instance, h is strongly convex or supercoercive [3, Lemma 2] . In Condition (v), we make the requirement that there is a solution x * to (P) that lies in dom h. This is a nontrivial assumption and we must distinguish two cases:
• if dom h is closed, as for the Euclidean kernel and the Boltzmann-Shannon entropy, then C = dom h and the condition is necessarily satisfied for every minimizer. • If dom h is open, like for the Burg entropy, Condition (v) may fail as the minimizers x * can lie on the boundary of dom h, where h is infinite. In addition to these assumptions, the central property we need in order to apply the Bregman gradient method is the so-called h-smoothness, first introduced in [3] , also known as relative smoothness [24] .
Definition 2 (h-smoothness). Let h be a Legendre function with zone C, and f a function such that dom h ⊂ dom f . We say that f is h-smooth if there exists a constant L > 0 such that
h-smoothness allows to build a simple global majorant of f ; indeed, (LC) implies that [3] f
and successively minimizing this upper approximation will give birth to the NoLips algorithm. The h-smoothness assumption generalizes the usual smoothness assumption; in particular, when taking the Euclidean kernel h(x) = 1 2 x 2 , (LC) reduces to standard smoothness implied by the Lipschitz continuity of ∇f . To avoid ambiguity, we will refer to this standard Euclidean smoothness as L-smoothness. By choosing different Legendre functions h, it is possible to show that (LC) holds for functions that are not L-smooth [3, 8] .
Remark. A particular case of h-smoothness appears when f has a Lipschitz continuous gradient with con-stantL and the kernel h is σ-strongly convex (see e.g., [1, 39] ), provided that the norm is Euclidean. Indeed, in this case we have
which shows that f is h-smooth with constantL/σ. We use the following convenient notation to characterize functions that satisfy the assumptions for NoLips:
We say that the couple of functions f, h :
Finally, let us denote by B L the union of B L (C) for all closed convex sets C:
With this framework, we can define the Bregman Gradient (BG)/NoLips algorithm for minimizing f . For simplicity, we restrict ourselves to constant step size choice.
Algorithm 1 Bregman Gradient (BG) / NoLips [3]
Input:
end for
Using the first-order optimality condition, the update (1) can also be written as
involving the gradient ∇h * which we call the mirror map.
CONVERGENCE RATE AND OPTIMALITY OF NOLIPS
In this section, we begin by recalling the O(1/k) convergence rate bound for the NoLips algorithm in the setting where (f, h) ∈ B L (C). We then proceed to prove that NoLips is an optimal algorithm for the class B L (C), by showing that this rate is also a lower bound for a generic class of Bregman gradient algorithms that we define below. The key elements for proving the lower bound were discovered through the solution to a Performance Estimation Problem (PEP), which will be detailed in Section 4.
3.1. Upper bound. We first state the O(1/k) convergence rate for NoLips. Comparing to previous work [3] , it is slightly different, as it is improved by a factor of 2 and does not involve the so-called symmetry coefficient.
Theorem 1 (NoLips convergence rate). Let L > 0, C be a closed convex subset of R n and (f, h) ∈ B L (C) functions admissible for NoLips. Then the sequence {x k } k≥0 generated by Algorithm 1 with constant step size λ ∈ (0, 1/L] satisfies for k ≥ 0
for f * = min C f and any x * ∈ argmin C f ∩ dom h.
The proof, whose analytical form has been inferred from solving a PEP, is provided in Section 4.5.1. This result extends the O(1/k) rate of Euclidean gradient descent for L-smooth functions to the h-smooth setting. However, unlike in the Euclidean case, we will show in the next section that this rate is actually neither improvable for NoLips, nor for other Bregman first-order methods satisfying a set of reasonable assumptions.
3.2.
A lower bound for h-smooth Bregman optimization. It is natural to ask whether, under the same assumptions as those of Theorem 1, an accelerated Bregman algorithm can be obtained, with a better convergence rate than O(1/k).
This has already been achieved under additional regularity assumptions, as follows • in the Euclidean setting, when h(x) = 1 2 x 2 and f has a Lipschitz continuous gradient, the seminal accelerated gradient method of Nesterov [29] enjoys a O(1/k 2 ) convergence rate, which is optimal for this class of functions [30] .
• When h is a strongly convex Legendre kernel with closed domain and f has a Lipschitz continuous gradient, the Improved Interior Gradient Algorithm (IGA) [1] also admits a O(1/k 2 ) convergence rate, by using the same momentum technique as Nesterov-type methods. • Recently, [20] proposed an accelerated Bregman proximal gradient algorithm with rate O(1/k γ ),
where γ ∈ [1, 2] is determined by some crucial triangle scaling property of the Bregman distance, whose genericity is unclear.
However, the existence of an accelerated algorithm for the h-smooth setting is still an open question, and many applications [3] do not satisfy the supplementary assumptions made in the works mentioned above. In this section, we prove that, up to a constant factor of 2, the bound (3) is not improvable, making NoLips an optimal algorithm in the black box setting for (f, h) ∈ B L .
More precisely, we will show in Theorem 2 that for every ∈ (0, 1) and number of oracle calls N , there is a pair of functions (f, h) ∈ B L (R 2N +1 ) such that for any Bregman gradient algorithm, the output x N returned after performing at most N oracle calls satisfies
But first, we need to clarify what we call a Bregman gradient algorithm and define the oracle calls.
3.2.1.
Defining a class of Bregman gradient methods. We adopt the first-order black-box model, where information about a function can be gained by calling an oracle returning the value and gradient of f at a given point. In the Bregman setting, we assume that we also have access to the first-order oracles of the Legendre function h and its conjugate h * .
Assumption 2. Let functions f, h be in B L (C) and T ≥ 0. An algorithm A is called a Bregman gradient algorithm if it generates at each time step t = 0 . . . T a set of vectors V t from the following process:
(2) For t = 1, . . . T − 1, choose some query point
and perform one of the two following operations:
• either call the primal oracle (∇f, ∇h) at y t and update
• Or call the mirror oracle ∇h * at y t as
This model implicitly assumes that y t is chosen in the domain of the oracle so as to guarantee the existence of the next iterate.
Such structural assumptions on the class of algorithms are classical from complexity analyses of Euclidean first order methods and are used to prove e.g. the optimality of accelerated first order methods [30] . Assumption 2 is a natural extension to the Bregman setting, allowing additional uses of the oracles associated to the Legendre function h. This model can often be relaxed through the use of more involved information theoretic arguments, see e.g., [28, 19, 13] .
Here, we focus on Assumption 2 as it is general enough to encompass all Bregman-type methods that use only the oracles ∇f, ∇h, which we call the primal oracles, the map ∇h * , which we call the mirror oracle, and linear operations. One can verify that known Bregman gradient methods, including NoLips and inertial variants such as IGA [1] or the recent algorithm in [20] , fit in this model.
Note that V t can contain both points (in the "primal" space) and directions (in the "dual" space), which might allow some unnatural operations (such as scaling a point), but this enables us to write a model that is simple and very general. Observe also that, as NoLips performs one primal oracle call and one mirror call per iteration, an iteration of NoLips corresponds actually to two time steps of the formal procedure in Assumption 1. This is why, in order to avoid ambiguity, we will state our lower bound as a function of the number of oracle calls.
Proof of the lower bound.
Proof intuition. To find a pair of functions (f, h) which is a difficult instance for all Bregman methods, we use two main ideas. The first is the well-known technique used by Nesterov [30] for proving that O(1/k 2 ) is the optimal complexity for L-smooth convex minimization. He defines a "worst function in the world" that allows any gradient method to discover only one dimension per iteration, hence hiding the minimizer from the algorithm in the last dimensions explored.
The second idea is more specific to our setting, and relies on the fact that the set of admissible functions for NoLips B L (C) is not closed. In particular, a limit of differentiable functions need not be differentiable. This is why, in our case, we actually have a worst-case sequence of differentiable functions parameterized by some parameter µ, whose limit when µ → 0 is a nonsmooth pathological function. Also, it explains why the lower bound (4) we give is not attained, but rather approached to an arbitrary precision .
Choosing the objective function. Let us fix a dimension n ≥ 1 and a positive constant η > 0. Define the convex functionf for x ∈ R n bŷ
which has an optimal valuef * = 0 attained at
The behavior off as a pathological function comes from the fact that if at least one of the coordinates of x is zero, thenf (x) −f * ≥ 1. Let us first prove a technical lemma about the subdifferential off .
Hence, (i) follows immediately from the well-known property that the subgradients of the absolute value lie in
Note thatf is nonsmooth hence does not fit in our assumptions. We approach it with a smooth function by considering its Moreau proximal enveloppe f µ given by
where µ ∈ (0, 1) is a small parameter. f µ is a smoothed version off , which will behave similarly tof when we choose µ small enough. Figure 1 illustrates this phenomenon in dimension 2. For general properties of the Moreau proximal enveloppe, we refer the reader to [25] . We state the properties that we will need in our analysis.
Lemma 2. f µ is a differentiable convex function, whose minimum is the same as that off . Its gradient at a point x ∈ R n is given by
is the Moreau proximal map. Moreover, ∇f µ is Lipschitz continuous with constant 1/µ.
We now prove the central property of f µ , which states that if the last n − p coordinates of x are small enough, then the gradient ∇f µ (x) is supported by the first p + 1 coordinates. Recall that we denote (e 1 , . . . , e n ) the canonical basis of R n and write, for p ∈ {1 . . . n}, E p = Span(e 1 , . . . , e p ) and Proof. Take x ∈ R n such that max i=p+1,...,n |x i | ≤ µ. By Lemma 2, ∇f µ is given by
Write y = prox μ f (x). Then, the optimality condition defining the proximal map writes
where v ∈ ∂f (y), and therefore combining (6) and (7) implies
Assume by contradiction that ∇f µ (x) is not in E p+1 , meaning that there exists an index l ∈ {p + 2 . . . n} such that v (l) = 0. It follows from Lemma 1 that |(y − x * ) (l) | = y − x * ∞ . Hence we have in particular that |y (l) − x
Using Condition (7) to replace y we get
and recalling the definition of x * we have
Therefore, both terms inside the absolute values are nonnegative, it follows that we can drop the absolute values and write
Finally, the second part of the Lemma is a consequence of (8) and the inequality v ∞ ≤ 1.
We will also need the following Lemma which relates the values off and f µ .
By definition of f µ and the proximal map we have
Recall that the optimality condition defining the proximal map writes
and, since all subgradients off have coordinates smaller than one (Lemma 1), we have
Choosing the kernel. As for the objective function f µ , we will also choose a family of kernels h µ , whose properties will be close to the ones of a nonsmooth function as µ → 0. Let us first define a unidimensional convex function φ µ :
which is convex, differentiable and continuous. Now let d µ : R n → R be defined for x ∈ R n by
d µ is a differentiable strictly convex function, whose gradient satisfies, for x ∈ R n and i ∈ {1 . . . n},
From the expression above, we can deduce two crucial properties that we will need in the sequel: for x ∈ R n and i ∈ {1 . . . n} we have
Now, let L > 0. We define the Legendre kernel h µ for x ∈ R n as
By construction, Lh µ −f µ is convex, so the h-smoothness property holds. It is easy to see that Assumption 1 is satisfied as h µ is strongly convex, so we have
Proving the zero-preserving property of the oracles. Now that the functions are defined, we are ready to prove that all the oracles involved in the Bregman algorithm allow to discover only one dimension per oracle call.
Proposition 1 (Zero-preserving property of ∇f µ , ∇h µ , ∇h * µ ). Assume that µ ∈ (0, 1) and η > 4µn 2 . Let p ∈ {0 . . . n − 1}, and x ∈ R n ∩ E p a vector supported by the p first coordinates. Then
Proof. Let x ∈ E p . Then x satisfies the assumption of Lemma 3 which proves that ∇f µ (x) ∈ E p+1 . By Property (11) of d µ we also have that ∇d µ (x) ∈ E p , which allows us to conclude that
It remains to prove the result for ∇h * µ (x). Write z = ∇h * µ (x), which amounts to say that ∇h µ (z) = x, that is
using (13) . We have x ∈ E p , hence the l − th coordinate of x is zero and
Using Lemma 3 again applied to z, we have that ∇f µ (z) ∈ E p+1 . Remembering that ∇h µ (z) = x ∈ E p by construction, we get
By Property (11) of d µ , we conclude that z ∈ E p+1 , which proves the result.
We can now use Proposition 1 inductively to state a lower bound on the performance of any Bregman gradient algorithm applied to (f µ , h µ ). Proposition 2. Let N ≥ 1 and choose the dimension n = 2N + 1. Let µ ∈ (0, 1) and η > 4µn 2 . Consider the functions f µ , h µ : R n → R defined in (5) and (13) respectively. Then, for any Bregman gradient method satisfying Assumption 2 applied to (f µ , h µ ) and initialized at x 0 = (0, . . . 0), the output x returned after performing at most N calls to each one of the primal and mirror oracles satisfies
The zero-preserving property and the structure of Bregman gradient algorithms described in Assumption 2 implies that the set of vectors V t at time t is supported by the first t coordinates, i.e.
Indeed, since we initialized V 0 = {x 0 } ⊂ E 0 , this follows by induction: if at time t, we have V t ⊂ E t , then the query point y t lies also in E t and thus Proposition 1 states that the oracle output belongs to E t+1 . Now, because the algorithm has called at most N times each oracle, it has performed at most 2N steps and thus the output point satisfies x ∈ E 2N , which means that x (2N +1) = 0.
We use Lemma 4 to relate f µ (x) andf (x). Recalling that min f µ =f * = 0, we get
where we used the definition off and the fact that x (2N +1) = 0.
Let us now upper bound the initial diameter. Remembering that
by definition of the Bregman distance. To deal with the first term, we recall that f µ (x * ) = 0 and write
where we used again Lemma 4 at x 0 = (0, . . . , 0). Now, Lemma 3 applies to x 0 with p = 0 and allows to
Now, the second term can be directly computed from the definition (10) of d µ , recalling that x
Combining (15) and (16) gives
This bound, along with (14) , yields
Since constants µ, η can be taken arbitrarily small, we now use Proposition 1 to show that the bound can be approached to any precision and thus prove our main result.
Theorem 2 (Lower complexity bound for B L ). Let N ≥ 1, a precision ∈ (0, 1) and a starting point
) such that for any Bregman gradient method A satisfying Assumption 2 and initialized at x 0 , the output x returned after performing at most N calls to each one of the primal and mirror oracles satisfies
Proof. Consider a number N of oracle calls and a target precision ∈ (0, 1). Choose the functions f µ , h µ defined respectively in Equations (5) and (13) on R n with n = 2N + 1. These functions satisfy Assumption 1, since their domain is R n , they are convex, differentiable, and h µ is strongly convex. Moreover,
Because the class of functions B L (R n ) is invariant by translation, we can assume without loss of generality that the algorithm is initialized at x 0 = (0, . . . 0). Recall that the only conditions our analysis imposed on the parameters η, µ are that µ ∈ (0, 1) and η > 4µn 2 .
We can therefore choose η = /4 and µ = η/(5n 2 ) = /(20n 2 ). Under these conditions, Proposition 2 applies and gives that for any point x returned by a Bregman gradient algorithm that is initialized at x 0 and which performs at most N calls to each oracle we have
The last term can be bounded from below, using our choice of µ, η, and the fact that η < 1, as
Remark. One could refine the result above in the case where the primal and mirror oracles are not used the same number of times. Indeed, if the primal oracles are called N 1 times and the mirror oracle is called N 2 times, then the same reasoning shows that the lower bound remains true by replacing 2N with N 1 + N 2 .
Also, our lower bound involves the h-smoothness constant L instead of the step size λ in (3), but it is equivalent (up to a factor 2) when choosing λ = 1/L, which is actually the best possible step size choice.
COMPUTER-AIDED PERFORMANCE ANALYSES OF BREGMAN FIRST-ORDER METHODS
In this section, we extend the computer-aided performance estimation framework in [16, 33] to the setting of Bregman methods. In short, these results show how to compute the worst-case convergence rate of a given algorithm by solving a numerical optimization problem, called performance estimation problem (PEP). Solving a PEP offers several benefits, including:
(1) Computing (numerically) the exact worst-case complexity of an algorithm on a given class of problems after a fixed number of iterations. (2) Studying the corresponding worst-case functions.
(3) Inferring an analytical proof for upper bounding this complexity through a dual PEP, whose feasible points provide combination of inequalities. Here, we focus on inferring worst-case functions. In particular, this is how we designed the lower bound provided in Section 3.2. However, solving the PEP is also useful for proving new convergence rates (see Section 4.5.2), or for getting quick numerical insights about the convergence guarantees of an algorithm, like for instance on the inertial algorithm IGA [1] (Section 4.5.3).
To use PEPs on Bregman methods, we extend the analysis in [16, 33] to deal with differentiable and/or strictly convex functions. Previous works on the topic modelled differentiability through an L-smoothness condition, and strict convexity through strong convexity, which are assumptions that we avoid in the Bregman setting. The key difference in our work is that the classes of differentiable and/or strictly convex functions are open sets. Thus, the worst-case functions for this class might lie on the closure of this set and exhibit some pathological nonsmooth behavior.
This section is organized as follows. In Section 4.1, we introduce the PEP framework. Sections 4.2-4.4 extend PEPs to the Bregman setting. We provide in Section 4.5 several applications, including the procedure used to find the worst-case functions involved in the proof of the general lower bound in Section 3.2.
4.1.
Worst-case scenarios through optimization. We now formulate the task of finding the worst-case performance of Algorithm 1 as an optimization problem. We focus on the analysis of NoLips for simplicity. However, the same ideas are directly applicable to other Bregman-type algorithms like IGA [1] (see Section 4.5.3) or Bregman proximal point [18] .
Recall that we write B L (C) the set of function pairs (f, h) satisfying Assumption 1, such that Lh − f is convex on a convex set C. For simplicity, we first focus on the case where functions have full domain, i.e. C = R n for some n ≥ 1. In this setting, the set B L (R n ) can be rewritten as
f is convex, differentiable and has at least one minimizer, h is strictly convex and differentiable, f, h :
, since all constraints in Assumption 1 about the domains of f and h become unnecessary. The general case when C is a convex subset of R n can be treated along the same approach. In fact, from the perspective of performance estimation, we can show that every problem in B L (C) can be reduced to some problem in B L (R n ) with equivalent convergence rate (see Appendix A for details).
Performance estimation problem. Throughout this section, we fix a number of iterations N ≥ 1, a hsmoothness parameter L > 0, and a step size λ > 0. In the currently known analyses of NoLips, worst-case guarantees have the following form
For instance, Theorem 1 states this result with θ(N, L, λ) = 1/(λN ) when λ ∈ (0, 1/L]. We then naturally seek the smallest θ(N, L, λ) such that the bound (17) holds for any functions (f, h) ∈ B L (R n ), that is, solve the optimization problem
x * is a minimizer of f , x 1 , . . . , x N are generated from x 0 by Algorithm 1 with step size λ,
in the variables f, h, x 0 , . . . , x N , x * , n. We refer to this problem as a performance estimation problem (PEP). We use the convention 0/0 = 0 so that the objective is well defined when x * = x 0 . Optimizing over the dimension n to get dimension-free bounds allows the problem to admit efficient convex reformulations, as we will see in the sequel. We seek guarantees that are independent of the kernel h, so h is also part of the optimization variables. We begin by simplifying the problem. First, due to the strict convexity of h, the NoLips iteration (1) can be equivalently formulated via the first-order optimality condition
and, since the domain is R n , the condition that x * minimizes f reduces to requiring ∇f (x * ) = 0. Second, the problem is homogeneous in (f, h) (i.e., from a feasible couple (f, h), take any constant c > 0 and observe that the couple (cf, ch) is also feasible with the same objective value), hence optimizing the objective function f (x N ) − f (x * ) under the additional constraint D h (x * , x 0 ) = 1 produces the same optimal value than the problem above.
Finally, we use the same argument as in [16, 34] and observe that the objective of (PEP) and the algorithmic constraints mentioned above depend solely on the values of the first-order oracles of f and h at the points x 0 , . . . , x N , x * . Denoting I = {0, 1, . . . , N, * } the indices associated to the points involved in the problem we proceed to write these values as
With this notation the NoLips iterations rewrite
Using this discrete representation of f and h, we can reformulate (PEP) equivalently as
in the variables n, {(x i , f i , g i , h i , s i )} i∈I . The equivalence with the initial problem is guaranteed by the first constraints which are called the interpolation conditions. It turns out that interpolation conditions for the class B L (R n ) are delicate to establish. However, there exist two classes B L (R n ) and B L (R n ) for which they can be derived. The first class is a restriction of B L (R n ) where f and Lh − f are both assumed to be strictly convex:
and Lh − f are strictly convex} whereas the second class consists in considering a relaxation with possibly nonsmooth functions:
With theses classes, we can now define two easier problems. The first one is a restriction of (PEP) defined on the class B L (R n ), under the additional constraint that all iterates are distinct:
in the variables n,
The second problem is a relaxation of (PEP), where (f, h) ∈ B L (R n ) are possibly nonsmooth and g i , s i are thus subgradients:
, which is redundant for differentiable functions; but that is necessary in order to establish interpolation conditions in the nonsmooth case. Because of the inclusions between the feasible sets of these problems, we naturally have val(PEP) ≤ val(PEP) ≤ val(PEP).
We will prove in the sequel that (PEP) can be solved via a semidefinite program and that val(PEP) = val(PEP) (Theorem 4), allowing to reach our claims. Note that the relaxed problem (PEP) does not correspond to any practical algorithm, as NoLips is not properly defined for nonsmooth functions h. However, we will see in the sequel that feasible points of this problem correspond to accumulation points of (PEP). In other words, instances of NoLips can get arbitrarily close to pathological nonsmooth functions whose behaviors are captured by (PEP).
In the following sections, we show that problems (PEP) and (PEP) can be cast as semidefinite programs (SDP) [38] and solved numerically using standard packages [26, 23] . The main ingredient consists in showing that interpolation constraints can actually be expressed using quadratic inequalities, as detailed in the next section.
4.2.
Interpolation involving differentiability and strict convexity. In this section, we show how to reformulate interpolation constraints for (PEP) and (PEP) as quadratic inequalities. We start by recalling interpolation conditions for the class of L-smooth and µ-strongly convex functions.
Theorem 3 (Smooth strongly convex interpolation, [34] ). Let I be a finite index set, {(x i , f i , g i )} i∈I ∈ (R n × R × R n ) |I| and 0 ≤ µ ≤ L ≤ +∞. The following statements are equivalent:
(i) There exists a proper closed convex function f : R n → R ∪ {+∞} such that f is µ-strongly convex, has a L-Lipschitz continuous gradient and
(ii) For every i, j ∈ I we have
In particular, when L = +∞ (meaning that we require no smoothness) and µ = 0, those conditions reduce to the simpler convex interpolation conditions, reminiscent of subgradient inequalities:
In our setting, we want to avoid working with smoothness and strong convexity, so we provide interpolation conditions for the class of differentiable strictly convex functions.
Proposition 3 (Differentiable and strictly convex interpolation). Let I be a finite index set and {(x i , f i , g i )} i∈I ∈ (R n × R × R n ) |I| . The following statements are equivalent:
(i) There exists a convex function f : R n → R such that f is differentiable, strictly convex and
Proof. (i) =⇒ (ii). Assume that (i) holds, and choose such a function f . The first inequality of (19) follows from convexity of f . The second inequality follows directly from strict convexity when x i = x j . Now, to prove the third part, consider the case when we have ∇f (x i ) = ∇f (x j ) for some indices i, j. Let us prove the result by contradiction, i.e., assume that
Let u ∈ R n , convexity implies that
Combining the above inequality with (20) gives
which shows, by definition of a subgradient, that ∇f (x j ) ∈ ∂f (x i ). Since f is differentiable at x i , we have by [32, Thm 25.1] that ∂f (x i ) = {∇f (x i )} which is a contradiction as we assumed ∇f (x i ) = ∇f (x j ).
Thus the third part of (19) is proved.
(ii) =⇒ (i). Assume that (ii) holds. If for all i, j ∈ I, we have g i = g j and x i = x j , then there is only one point and one subgradient to be interpolated, and the result follows immediatly from considering a well-chosen definite quadratic function. In the other case, define
Because of (19) and the finiteness of I, we have that ν > 0. Now, define r as
so that r > 0. Condition (19) together with the definitions of ν and r yield that for all i, j ∈ I we have
Now, let us choose two constants 0 < µ < L < +∞ such that
as it suffices to take L large enough and µ small enough. We now proceed to show that the interpolation conditions of Theorem 3 hold with the constants µ, L defined above. Using the inequality u − v 2 ≤ 2 u 2 + 2 v 2 and (21) we get that for all i, j,
Under those conditions, Theorem 3 states that there exists a convex function f that interpolates {(x i , f i , g i )} i∈I which is µ-strongly convex and has L-Lipschitz continuous gradients. A fortiori, since µ > 0 and L < ∞, f is differentiable and strictly convex. Finally, f is finite on R n since it is L-smooth.
Remark. It is easy to adapt the result of Proposition 3 for only one of the two conditions (strict convexity or differentiability), which amounts to choose only the corresponding inequalities in (19) .
Using these results, we can now formulate interpolation conditions for the problems (PEP) and (PEP) involving the classes B L (R n ) and B L (R n ) that were defined in Section 4.1.
Corollary 1 (Interpolation conditions for (PEP)). Let I be a finite index set and
(ii) For all i, j ∈ I such that i = j we have
Proof. (i) =⇒ (ii) follows immediately from the definition of a subgradient applied to convex functions f and Lh − f . Now, assume that (ii) holds. By the specialization (18) of Theorem 3, conditions (ii) imply that there exist two convex functions f, d :
Now, defining the convex function
We also get
where we used the fact that [32, Thm 23.8] for the subdifferential of a sum of convex functions). Hence (i) holds.
Corollary 2 (Interpolation conditions for (PEP)). Let I be a finite index set and
Assume that x i = x j for every i = j ∈ I. The following statements are equivalent.
(i) There exist functions (f, h) ∈ B L (R n ) such that
Proof. Note that since x i = x j for every i = j, interpolation conditions of Proposition 3 reduce to requiring the strict inequality in (19) for every i = j. As before, define d := Lh − f . Then since (f, h) ∈ B L (R n ) the functions f and d are differentiable strictly convex, hence (i) =⇒ (ii) follows simply from strict convexity of these functions. Conversely, assume (ii). By using Proposition 3 again, we can interpolate differentiable strictly convex functions f and d and recover h with h = (f +d)/L, thus we have naturally Lh−f convex. The function h is thus also differentiable and strictly convex. Moreover, it can be seen from the proof of Proposition 3 that the interpolating functions can actually be chosen strongly convex, hence with this choice the well-posedness condition Assumption 1(iii) holds, and we can conclude that (f, h) ∈ B L (R n ).
4.3.
Semidefinite reformulations. Now that we established the interpolation conditions for (PEP) and (PEP), we may use them to obtain semidefinite performance estimation formulations as in [16, 34] . This is made possible by observing that interpolation conditions (22)-(23) are quadratic inequalities in the problem variables.
Let {(x i , f i , g i , h i , s i )} i∈I be a feasible point of one of the PEPs in dimension n. We write G ∈ S 3(N +2) the Gram matrix that contains all dot products between
whose size is independent of the dimension n, where the blocks are defined as
, the vectors representing the function values of f, h at the iterates. We now observe that all the constraints of (PEP) and (PEP) can be expressed using only G, F and H.
For instance, interpolation conditions (22) for B L (R n ) rewrite for all i, j ∈ I as
This allows to reformulate the relaxation (PEP) as a semidefinite program, written Any feasible point of (PEP) can be cast into an admissible point of (sdp-PEP) by computing the semidefinite Gram matrix G. Conversely, if G, F, H is an admissible point of (sdp-PEP), then the vectors {(x i , g i , s i )} i∈I can be recovered by performing, for instance, Cholesky decomposition of G. Note that we expressed the algorithmic constraint s i+1 = s i − λg i only through scalar products with the x i 's in the SDP, since only the projection of the gradients on Span({x i } i∈I ) is relevant in the PEPs. Because interpolation conditions from Corollary 1 are necessary and sufficient, we conclude that the problems are equivalent, that is val(sdp-PEP) = val(PEP).
The rank of G determines the dimension of the interpolated problem. If we look instead for a solution that has a given dimension n, this would mean imposing a nonconvex rank constraint on G. Our formulation, on the other side, is convex and finds the best convergence bound that is dimension-independent, which is an usual requirement for large-scale settings. Since G has size 3(N + 2), the dimension of the worst-case functions will be at most 3(N + 2).
In the same way, the value of (PEP) can be computed as
in the variables G ∈ S 3(N +2) and F, H ∈ R N +2 , where we used interpolation conditions for B L (R n ) from Corollary 2, since all points {x i } i∈I are constrained to be distinct. Therefore, as above we infer that val(sdp-PEP) = val(PEP).
Recalling the hierarchy between the problems, we thus have val(sdp-PEP) ≤ val(PEP) ≤ val(sdp-PEP).
By comparing the two semidefinite programs stated above, one can notice that the only difference is that (sdp-PEP) imposes some inequalities of (sdp-PEP) to be strict. In the next section, we use topological arguments to prove that the values of the two problems are actually equal. In fact, strict inequalities have little meaning in numerical optimization (the value of (sdp-PEP) is actually a supremum and not a maximum); in our experiments, we will focus on (sdp-PEP) as solvers usually admit only closed feasible sets.
4.4.
Tightness of the approach: nonsmooth limit behaviors. We are now ready to prove the main result of this section. Proof. We will show that the closure of the feasible set of (sdp-PEP) is the feasible set of (sdp-PEP). We first need to prove that the strengthened problem (PEP) is feasible, by finding an instance of NoLips where f and Lh − f are strictly convex and such that all iterates are distinct. It suffices for instance to consider two unidimensional quadratic functions. Define f, h : R → R with 20 Then f is strictly convex and so is
for which we have D h (x * , x 0 ) = x 2 0 /2 = 1. Then, Algorithm 1 is equivalent to gradient descent and the iterates satisfy
Since αλ ≤ 1/2 < 1, all the iterates are distinct and therefore we constructed a feasible point of (PEP). Let us therefore write (G, F, H) a corresponding feasible point of (sdp-PEP), and (G, F , H) a feasible point of (sdp-PEP). Define the sequence {(G k , F k , H k )} k≥1 as
Then, for every k ≥ 1, (G k , F k , H k ) is still an feasible point of (sdp-PEP), because of convexity of the constraints and the fact that adding a strict inequality to a weak inequality gives a strict inequality. Moreover, the sequence converges to the point (G, f , h) when k → +∞.
Hence we proved that for any feasible point of (sdp-PEP), there is a sequence of admissible points of (sdp-PEP) that converge to it. Since the objective is linear in the vector F therefore continuous, we deduce that the two problems have the same value: val(sdp-PEP) = val(sdp-PEP), which means that val(PEP) = val(PEP). Since val(PEP) lies in between these two values, we conclude that they are all equal.
Theorem 4 states that the value of the original problem (PEP) can be computed numerically with a semidefinite solver applied to (sdp-PEP). The result itself also helps us gain some theoretical insight: it tells us that the worst case for NoLips might be reached as (f, h) approach possibly pathological limiting nonsmooth functions in B L (R n ).
Oberve also that we focused on presenting the PEP for the class B L (R n ) to avoid technicalities related to the domain of definition. However, we show in Appendix A that the exact same problem (sdp-PEP) also solves the performance estimation problem for NoLips on the general class B L (C), for any closed convex set C.
4.5.
Numerical evidences and computer-assisted proofs. We now provide several applications of the performance estimation framework that we developed for Bregman methods. 4.5.1. Solving (PEP) for finding the exact worst-case convergence rate of NoLips. We first start by the most direct application, that is finding exact worst-case performance of NoLips. Theorem 4 states that it can be computed by solving the semidefinite program (sdp-PEP). The link to the MATLAB implementation is provided in Section 5.
To simplify our setting, note that we can assume without loss of generality that the h-smoothness constant L is 1, since we can replace h by a scaled version Lh. Recall that we know from Theorem 1 that val(PEP) ≤ 1 λN . Table 1 shows the result of solving (sdp-PEP) for several values of N up to 100, for a step size λ = 1. We observe that with high precision, val(sdp-PEP) is equal to the theoretical bound 1/(λN ). Other values of λ. One can wonder how the numerical value evolves when we vary the step size λ. The experimental observations are the following:
• For any λ ∈ (0, 1/L], val(PEP) is exactly equal to the theoretical bound 1/(λN ).
• For any λ > 1/L, val(PEP) = +∞, hence Algorithm 1 does not converge in general with these step size values. This suggests that the maximal step size value allowed for NoLips is indeed 1/L, unlike the Euclidean setting where gradient descent can be applied with a step size that goes up to 2/L.
While results above suggest that 1/(λN ) is the exact worst-case rate of NoLips, they provide only numerical evidence. We can however use them to deduce formal guarantees, both for proving an upper bound and a lower bound.
Upper bound guarantee through duality. As noticed in previous work on PEPs [16, 33] , solving the dual of (sdp-PEP) can be used to deduce a proof. Indeed, the dual solution gives a combination of the constraints that, when transposed to analytical form, leads to a formal guarantee. This provides the following proof for the O(1/k) convergence rate of Theorem 1.
Proof of Theorem 1. The proof relies on the fact that, since Lh − f is convex we have that 1 λ h − f is convex for any λ ∈ (0, 1 L ], and only consists in performing the following weighted sum of inequalities:
• convexity of f , between x * and x i (i = 0, . . . , k) with weights γ * ,i = 1 k :
• convexity of f , between x i and x i+1 (i = 0, . . . , k − 1) with weights
• convexity of 1 λ h − f , between x * and x k with weight µ * ,k = 1 k :
The weighted sum is written as
, one can reformulate the weighted sum exactly as (i.e., there is no residual):
yielding the desired result.
Lower bound through worst-case functions. As (PEP) computes the exact worst-case performance of No-Lips, experiments above suggest that 1/(λN ) is also a lower bound, meaning that for every > 0, there exist functions (f, h) ∈ B L such that the iterates of NoLips satisfy
We detail here how such functions can be constructed from the solution of (sdp-PEP). The numerical solver allow us to find a maximizer G, F , H (recall that only the relaxed problem has a maximizer as the feasible set is closed), and by factorizing the matrix G as P T P we can thus recover the corresponding discrete representation {x i , g i , f i , h i , s i } i∈I . This discretization can in turn be interpolated to get the corresponding functions (f , h) ∈ B L . There are multiple ways to perform this interpolation; see [34, Thm. 1] for a constructive approach.
Recall that since functions (f , h) are solution to (PEP), they belong to B L and might thus form a pathological nonsmooth limiting worst-case. They can be approached by valid instances (f µ , h µ ) ∈ B L by performing for instance smoothing through Moreau enveloppes (as in Section 3.2) and adding a small quadratic to h to make it strictly convex.
There are however many possible maximizers of (sdp-PEP). If we seek a low-dimensional example that may be easily interpretable, we can search for a maximizer such that the Gram matrix G has minimal rank. Using rank minimization heuristics, we were able to find one-dimensional worst-case functions. Fix a number of iterations N ≥ 1, assume λ = 1/L = 1 and define f , h : R → R as
Then clearly (f , h) ∈ B L (R). Figure 2 shows the functions (f , h) as well as their smoothed versions (f µ , h µ ) ∈ B L (R). Note that the pathological behavior also reflects in the iterates: in the limiting instance, all iterates x 0 , . . . , x N are equal. In the smoothed version, iterates are distinct (since h µ is strictly convex), but they get closer and closer as the smoothing parameter µ goes to 0.
The smoothed function f µ is a Huber function, which is also the worst-case instance for Euclidean gradient descent on L-smooth functions described in [34] . This analysis could be formalized to prove the 1/k 
Proof. In the same way as before, the formal guarantee has been obtained by examining the dual of the corresponding PEP. The proof relies on the fact that 1 λ h − f is convex for any λ ∈ (0, 1 L ], and only consists in performing the following weighted sum of inequalities:
• convexity of f , between x * and x i (i = 0, . . . , k) with weights γ * ,i = 2λ
• convexity of 1 λ h − f , between x * and x k with weight µ * ,k = 2λ k(k−1) :
• convexity of 1 λ h − f , between x i+1 and x i (i = 0, . . . , k − 1) with weight µ i+1,i = 2λ(i+1) Iteration k Right: guarantees for IGA with no affine constraints (Algorithm 2) under the assumption that h is 1-strongly convex and f is 1-smooth, compared to the theoretical bound from [1] . Notice that the theoretical bound is not tight in this case, as it is obtained by making some approximations in the proof.
• definition of smallest residual among the iterates (i = 1, . . . , k) with weights
By substitution of ∇h(x i+1 ) = ∇h(x i ) − λ∇f (x i ) (i = 0, . . . , k − 1), one can reformulate the weighted sum exactly as (i.e., there is no residual):
, yielding the desired result.
4.5.3.
Beyond NoLips: inertial Bregman algorithms. Our approach is not limited to the NoLips algorithm. For instance, we can also solve the performance estimation problem for the inertial Bregman algorithm proposed by Auslender and Teboulle [1] , a.k.a. the Improved Interior Gradient Algorithm (IGA). We recall its simplified formulation in Algorithm 2, in the case where there are no affine constraints. each step. Note that a similar approach has been used in some previous work on PEPs to find lower bounds or optimal methods e.g. in [13, 15] . This amounts to add some orthogonality constraints to (PEP) and solve
x * is a minimizer of f , x 1 , . . . , x N are generated from x 0 by Algorithm 1 with step size λ, ∇f (x i ), ∇f (x j ) = 0 for i = j ∈ I,
in the variables f, h, x 0 , . . . , x N , x * , n.
In the same spirit as before, we were able to find a dimension-N solution of (PEP-orth). This allows us to interpolate the following worst-case pathological instance in dimension N :
Again, these are nonsmooth functions and do not form valid instances of NoLips. However, they can be approached by a sequence of such functions, for instance by applying smoothing with the Moreau enveloppe, and adding a small quadratic term to make h strictly convex. Along with a few tweaks, this is how we found the example that was used to prove the general lower bound for B L in Section 3.2.
CONCLUSION
Our paper has two main contributions: proving optimality of NoLips for the general h-smooth setting, and developing numerical performance estimation techniques for Bregman gradient algorithms. We presented the performance estimation problem on the basic NoLips algorithm for simplicity, but our approach can be applied to different settings and various algorithms involving Bregman distances. We provided several applications illustrating how the PEP methology is an efficient tool for conjecturing and analyzing the worstcase behavior of Bregman algorithms.
There is a fundamental concept linking the two parts of the paper, which is that of limiting nonsmooth pathological behavior. When looking for worst-case guarantees over a class of functions that is open such as the class of differentiable convex functions, the performance estimation problem is a supremum and the worst-case maximizing sequence might approach some function that is not in this class, e.g. one that is nonsmooth in our case. This idea, observed by analyzing the equivalence between (PEP) and the nonsmooth relaxation (PEP), was used in the proof of the lower bound in Section 3.2. Moreover, the worst-case sequence of functions was directly inspired by examining particular solutions of (PEP).
It is clear that additional assumptions on functions f and h are needed in order to prove better bounds or devise faster algorithms than NoLips. If the usual properties of L-smoothness and strong convexity are too restrictive and do not hold in many applications, the future challenge is to find weaker assumptions, that define a larger class of functions where improved rates can be obtained. One other possible approach would be to find algorithms that do not fit in Assumption 2, for instance by including second-order oracles of h, in the case where h is simple enough.
Code. Experiments have been run in MATLAB, using the semidefinite solver MOSEK [26] as well as the modeling toolbox YALMIP [23] . The support for Bregman methods has been added to the Performance Estimation Toolbox (PESTO, [35] ) for which we provide some examples. The code can be downloaded from https://github.com/RaduAlexandruDragomir/BregmanPerformanceEstimation APPENDIX A. EXTENSION OF PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS TO THE CASE WHERE C IS A GENERAL CLOSED CONVEX SUBSET OF R n For simplicity of the presentation, we left out in Section 4 the case where the domain C is a proper subset of R n . We show in this section that it actually corresponds to the same minimization problem (sdp-PEP).
Let us formulate the performance estimation problem for Algorithm 1 in the general case. Recall that we denote B L the union of B L (C) for all closed convex subsets of R n for every n ≥ 1. The performance estimation probem writes
x * is a minimizer of f on dom h such that x ∈ dom h, x 1 , . . . , x N are generated from x 0 by Algorithm 1 with step size λ,
in the variables f, h, x 0 , . . . , x N , x * , n. Now, as (PEP-C) is a problem that includes (PEP) in the special case where C = R n , its value is larger: val(PEP) ≤ val(PEP-C)
We now proceed to show that val(PEP-C) is upper bounded by the same relaxation val(PEP), which will allow to conclude that the values are equal. We recall that the problem (PEP) can be written, using interpolation conditions of Corollary 1, as
in the variables n, {(x i , f i , g i , h i , s i )} i∈I . We show that every admissible point of (PEP-C) can be cast into an admissible point of (sdp-PEP). This actually amounts to show that, from the point of view of performance estimation, an instance (f, h) ∈ B L (C) is actually equivalent to some instance in B L (R n ). Let f, h, x 0 , . . . , x N , x * be a feasible point of (PEP-C). We distinguish two cases.
Case 1: x * ∈ int dom h. This is the simplest case, as the necessary conditions are the same as in the situation where C = R n . Indeed, then we have x 0 , . . . , x N , x * ∈ int dom h, since x 0 is constrained to be in the interior and the next iterates are in int dom h by Assumption 1. Since f and h are differentiable on int dom h, convexity of f and Lh − f imply that the first two constraints of (PEP) hold for all i, j ∈ I. Finally, g * = 0 follows from the fact that x * minimizes f and that it lies on the interior of the domain. Hence the discrete representation satisfies the constraints of (sdp-PEP).
Case 2: x * ∈ ∂dom h. In this case, f and h are not necessarily differentiable at x * , but are still differentiable still at x 0 , . . . , x N for the same reasons. But we can still, with a small modification at x * , derive a discrete representation that fits the constraints of (PEP) and whose objective is the same. Indeed, define where v ∈ R n is a vector that will be specified later. Then, for i ∈ I and j ∈ {0 . . . N }, convexity of f and Lh − f imply that the constraints
hold. It remains to verify them for i ∈ {0 . . . N } and j = * . The first one holds because x * minimizes f on dom h, so with g * = 0 we have f i − f * ≥ 0. We now show that the second one is satisfied, i.e. that we can choose v ∈ R n so that
To this extend, we use the fact that x * ∈ ∂dom h and that x i ∈ int dom h for i = 0 . . . N . This means that {x * } ∩ int dom h = ∅, and therefore by the hyperplane separation theorem [32, Thm 11.3] , there exists a hyperplane that separates the convex sets {x * } and int dom h properly, meaning that there exists a vector u ∈ R n such that This achieves to show that we built an instance {(x i , g i , f i , h i , s i )} i∈I that is admissible for (PEP).
To conclude, we proved that in both cases, an admissible point of (PEP-C) can be turned into an admissible point of (sdp-PEP) with the same objective value. Hence we have val(PEP-C) ≤ val(sdp-PEP). Now, recalling that val(PEP) ≤ val(PEP-C) and that val(sdp-PEP) = val(PEP) by Theorem 4, we get val(PEP-C) = val(PEP).
In other words, solving the performance estimation problem (PEP-C) for functions with any closed convex domain is equivalent to solving the performance estimation problem (PEP) restricted to functions that have full domain.
